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I enjoyed reading this book and think scholars of implicit religion, social
theory, cultural studies, equity studies, and indigenous peoples will as well.
There is an important analytic thread throughout the chapters–how we
do scholarly analysis shapes the analysis that we do. This shows up in the
reflective way in which the book is introduced. It sets out issues in terms
of definitions of indigenous religion and the ways in which indigenous
peoples have been marginalized by colonialism. This issue comes up many
times in the various chapters.
Categories like kinship focus and locality are set out but are also taken
as problematic in terms of the history of colonialism and Europe. Several
of the authors echoed my concern that using location as a defining characteristic may be imposing a view in terms of how indigenous religion is
conceived academically in European heritage academic work. As such, it
may repeat the cast of universalism against which indigenous cultures are
analysed. This theme makes the chapters by a collection of authors work
as a book.
In this vein it is pointed out that indigenous religion is often inseparable
from indigenous society as a whole. Because of this a separation of religion
from non-religion only makes sense in Western secularized societies and
the scholarships that are tied to the forms of world view that have emerged
within this tradition. This is emphasized by the observation that many
cultures do not have a word for religion and that general use of the word
religion emerged from colonialism.
There is attention to the problems that have been created by colonialism
such as marginalization of indigenous peoples and creation of a particular
form of scholarship. I appreciate sensitivity to the issue of using today’s
and medieval academic gaze to interpret past social experience, and the
pitfalls of comparativism. Cautions against trying to homogenize indigenous religions by categorzing them in current academic terms are well
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grounded. I appreciated seeing attention to the 500–1500s rather than just
Enlightenment and later times in what became Europe. Illustrations from
various traditions including Scandanavia, South America and Africa bring
the arguments to life. It would be nice to see this analysis expanded into
more regions.
In sum this is a thoughtful consideration of the topic of indigenous religions that should appeal to scholars of religion, social theorists, and politics of inequality redress. It opens the door to investigating not just the
religions themselves but ourselves as scholars--how we have been trained
to think in ways that may not be conscious. To this end one author points
out the importance of studying indigenous religions in order to give fresh
application to old ideas that may have fallen into disuse via emphasis on
science and secularization. I hope to see this happen.
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